I. BOOKS


*Jesus: A Poet, Prophet, Mystic, and Man of Freedom.* Easton: The Chemical Publishing Company, no date [c. 1912].

  Originally published as an article in *The Word*, vol. XIV, 1911-12, pp. 270ff.

*The Inner Life and the Tao-Teh-King.* The Theosophical Publishing Co. of New York, 1912.

  http://www.forgottenbooks.com/books/The_Inner_Life_and_the_Tao-Teh-King_1000070409
  Review: Scrutator [i.e. Walter Gorn Old]. *The Occult Review*, vol. XVII, 1913, p. 182.
  - - - : Ernst Møller: En dansk Mystiker. *Vor Tid*, vol. I, no. 3, pp. 142-146.


  http://www.forgottenbooks.com/books/The_Great_Mother_1000319610


  https://archive.org/stream/sufismomarkhayya00bjeruoft/sufismomarkhayya00bjeruoft_djvu.txt
  http://www.forgottenbooks.com/books/Sufism_Omar_Khayyam_and_E_Fitzgerald_1000396342

II. AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL WORKS


  This text, typed by an unidentified secretary, was probably intended for publication. The working title is quoted in the manuscript (p. 71) as *The Frame of My Life*.
III. ARTICLES (not complete)


“Philosophy of Religion from the Standpoint of the Mystics.” *The Religio Philosophical Magazine*, vol. XL, 1886, no. 26 - vol. XLI, 1886, no. 11.


“Norse Mythology, Studied Esoterically. II.” *The Theosophist*, vol. VIII, 1887, p. 621.


   - Under the pseudonym J.P.


   - Under the pseudonym J.P.
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- Unsigned, but most likely written by Bjerregaard.


“Intelligence, Thought, and ‘Being.’” *The Metaphysical Magazine*, vol. VI, 1897, p. 190. (“Being”; XXIV).


Bibliography of C.H.A. Bjerregaard

- Review of Rusic N. Roark: Psychology in Education.


- Review of Paul Gibler’s article on psychism in Bulletin of the Pasteur Institute.

- Review of Anthon Aall’s article “Present Day Philosophy” in Samtiden.


- Review of books by R.J.H. Gottheil, F. Herman, Heinrich Sachse, a.o.

- Review of John Ward Stimson’s articles on art theory, later to be published under the title The Gate Beautiful.

- Review of Taizo Nakajima’s article on Japanese flower arrangement in the magazine The Far East.


- Review of Lady Bowyer: Clairaudient Thought.


- Review of Ernest Tremblay: Du catéchisme à l’évangile.
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- Review of Maurice Hewlett: Earthworks Out of Tuscany.

- Review of anonymous article. “Hygiene der Seele,” in the magazine Der Zirkel.

- Review of W.B. Waterman’s article “Kant’s Lectures on the Philosophical Theory of Religion.”

- Review of Valdemar Vedel’s article “Humanisme in Tilskueren.”


- Summing up of a debate in Theosophist.

- Review of The Secrets of the Night and Other Estonian Tales.


- Review of John Fiske: Through Nature to God.


- Review of T. Witton Davies: Magic, Divination, and Demonology Among the Hebrews and Their Neighbors.

- Paraphrase of a fable from The Prabudha Bharata.

- Review of the first number of the magazine The Psycho-Harmonic Scientist, edited by Robert J. Burns.


- Review of Leo Tolstoy’s Resurrection.


“What We Know of the Unknown.” The Metaphysical Magazine, vol. XII, 1900, p. 199.
- Review of Camille Flammarion: The Unknown.

- Review of E.A. Wallis Budge: Egyptian Ideas of the Future Life, etc.

“Ibsen’s ‘When We Dead Awaken.’” The Metaphysical Magazine, vol. XIII, 1900, p. 46
- Review of Ernest Ingersoll: Nature’s Calendar.
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- Review of Th. Flournoy: *From India to the Planet Mars*.


- Part of this article is included in the book *The Great Mother*.


“The Ancient Mysteries. (The Inner Life and Jesus, the Christ; I).” *The Word*, vol. XII, 1910-11, p. 16.

“What Is a Messiah? [I]. (The Inner Life and Jesus, the Christ; II).” *The Word*, vol. XII, 1910-11, p. 100.


“The Logos. (The Inner Life and Jesus, the Christ; IV).” *The Word*, vol. XII, 1910-11, pp. 276, 357.

“The Indwelling Christ. (The Inner Life and Jesus, the Christ; V).” *The Word*, vol. XIII, 1911, p. 4.

“The Eternal Gospel and the Four Gospels. (The Inner Life and Jesus, the Christ; VI).” *The Word*, vol. XIII, 1911, p. 71.

“Jesu Consciousness and His Theosophy. (The Inner Life and Jesus, the Christ; VII).” *The Word*, vol. XIII, 1911, p. 147.


“Fourfoldness of the Christian Scheme of Salvation. (The Inner Life and Jesus, the Christ; [IX]).” *The Word*, vol. XIII, 1911, p. 280.

“Socrates and Jesus - a Comparison. (The Inner Life and Jesus, the Christ; X:1).” *The Word*, vol. XIII, 1911, p. 356.
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“Socrates and Jesus - a Comparison.” *(The Inner Life and Jesus, the Christ; X:2).” The Word*, vol. XIV, 1911-12, p. 33

“The Oldest Known Christ Pictures. *(The Inner Life and Jesus, the Christ; XI).” The Word*, vol. XIV, 1911-12, pp. 69, 159.


- P.R.O.F. is a pseudonym for C.H.A. Bjerregaard.


“Spirituality. *(The Inner Life and Jesus, the Christ; XII).” The Word*, vol. XIV, 1911-12, p. 270.

“What Is ‘Sacred’ History? *(The Inner Life and Jesus, the Christ; XIV).” The Word*, vol. XIV, 1911-12, p. 347.


- Janus Bagge is a pseudonym for C.H.A. Bjerregaard.


- Louis Friis is a pseudonym for C.H.A. Bjerregaard.


- Published anonymously, “By the author of ‘Easter in Nature.’” Revised versions of the articles about the months are included in the book *The Great Mother.*
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  - Published anonymously, “By the author of ‘Easter in Nature.’”


  - Published anonymously, “By the author of ‘Easter in Nature.’”


  - Published anonymously, “By the author of ‘Easter in Nature.’”

“Plato and the Greeks or Music as an Element in Education.” *The Word*, vol. XVI, 1912-13, p. 263.

  - Published anonymously, “By the author of ‘Easter in Nature.’”


  - Published anonymously, “By the author of ‘Easter in Nature.’”

“A Message to Denmark From a Dane in America.” *The Theosophical Path*, vol. VI, 1914, p. 211.
  - Published anonymously. Bjerregaard’s authorship is stated in a note in *The American-Scandinavian Review*, 1914. The article was written for the international Theosophical peace congress in Visingsjö, Sweden, June 1913.


  - Published anonymously, “By the author of ‘Easter in Nature.’”


  - Published anonymously, “By the author of ‘Easter in Nature.’”


  - Published anonymously, “By the author of ‘Easter in Nature.’”

  - Published anonymously, “By the author of ‘Easter in Nature.’”
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- Published anonymously, “By the author of ‘Easter in Nature.’”

- Published anonymously, “By the author of ‘Easter in Nature.’”


The pseudonym Janus Bagge consists of Bjerregaard’s father’s two first names.
The pseynonym Louis Friis is constructed from his mother's first name, Louise, and the family name of his father’s mother, Friis.
P.R.O.F. is inspired by Bjerregaard’s self-claimed professor title.
The signature J.P., which appears frequently in Concise Dictionary of Religious Knowledge and Gazetteer, was used by Bjerregaard, but it is not clear whether all articles under this pseudonym can be attributed to him.

Most of the articles can be found at www.hathitrust.org or www.forgottenbooks.com.

Bjerregaard has also written a number of unidentified contributions to The International Encyclopedia, Encyclopedia Americana, Werner’s Magazine, Azoth, Illustreret Ugeblad, Nordlyset, and Illustreret Tidende.

IV. BOOKS THAT MENTION BJERREGAARD


Bjerregaard, Marie, Barndomserindringer. Privately printed, 1909.


Prip, Laurids, Ungdomserindringen. Gyldendalske Boghandel, 1911.
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